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FRAIKIN FACILITATES REARO’S MOVE TO CONTRACT HIRE TO HELP 

MANAGE FLEET OPERATING COSTS  

 

Laminates manufacturer, Rearo, has taken delivery of its first commercial vehicles 

on contract hire, after Fraikin won a competitive tender to replace the company’s 

fleet of owned trucks and vans. 

 

The five-year, full-service contract hire agreement includes eight 3.5-tonne 

Mercedes-Benz Sprinters and two 7.5-tonne DAF LFs – all replacements for older 

assets – alongside a 26-tonne Mercedes-Benz Actros, which is a new addition to the 

company’s commercial vehicle fleet. 

 

Fraikin secured the deal after demonstrating how contract hire could help Rearo 

manage its fleet operating costs, particularly in relation to all scheduled and 

unscheduled maintenance and repair. The new vehicles also feature a 

comprehensive telematics package, providing valuable vehicle and driver 

performance data that Fraikin can use to help Rearo further improve fleet efficiency.  

 

Charles Brady, Transport Manager at Rearo, says: “When operating your own trucks 

and vans the cost of keeping them on the road begins to creep up the older they get, 

particularly when you don’t have a dedicated workshop and have to rely on booking 

in slots with dealers. 

 

“Fraikin has taken away that headache. We can now let them manage the fleet 

maintenance schedule, while we focus on our core business. It means we get 

maximum vehicle uptime with minimum disruption – it’s a game changer for the 

business.” 
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All repair, maintenance and servicing will be managed through Fraikin’s national 

network of workshops, and thanks to its powerful online web portal, FraikinView, 

Rearo will have access to a simple and intuitive way of tracking and monitoring the 

progress of all work in real time.  

 

The curtainside bodywork for all 11 vehicles has been supplied by Tekbo, with Rearo 

requesting specially designed, lightweight, longer bodies mounted to the 7.5-tonne 

and 26-tonne trucks, to help accommodate the company’s larger laminate products. 

 

“We rarely struggle with weight when loading, but we can have issues with space. 

Having a longer body on the back of these trucks will help make the loading process 

easier, which will subsequently make the fleet more efficient. It’s just another 

element of the deal that Fraikin has delivered on,” adds Brady.  

 

The new Actros will primarily carry stock from the company’s main manufacturing 

facility in Glasgow to its Washington and Rosyth outlets. Of the two DAFs, one will 

also operate out of Glasgow, while the second will be based at the company’s 

Northampton depot. The eight Sprinters will be split across all four sites.  

 

Delivering to a nationwide customer base, Rearo’s van fleet is on the road five days 

a week, clocking up between 30,000 to 40,000 miles per year, while the trucks will 

generally cover less mileage.  

 

A family run business, Rearo has been manufacturing and supplying bathroom and 

kitchen surfaces to the UK market for more than 20 years. 
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Notes to editor:  
 
About Fraikin 
Fraikin Ltd is part of the Fraikin Group, the largest commercial vehicle fleet services 
company in Europe, providing expert fleet management, contract hire and rental solutions to 
both the private and public sectors. The Fraikin Group, established in France in 1944 by 
Gérard Fraikin, has operations in 16 countries, with more than 2,800 employees, 7,000 
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clients, 180 branches and a fleet of 60,000 vehicles. Its operations span Belgium, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, Netherlands, Russia, 
Saudi Arabia, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Poland and the UK. 

 
For further press information please contact: 

Gary Baker at Garnett Keeler PR on 020 8647 4467 or by email to 
gary.baker@garnettkeeler.com  
 
To access Fraikin’s online newsroom please visit http://www.gk.news/fraikin  
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